
EXPEDITER VAN EQUIPMENT

West Michigan Expedite, Inc. 616.990.1089

Mattress Pad Heater (NOT an Electric Blanket) from         

www.electrowarmth.com for about $125.60.

This is an essential item for every Expediter!

Deep Cycle High Capacity House Battery or Batteries (Model

31R-PC2150 or better) from www.odysseybattery.com for about

$411.99. DON’T skimp on your House Battery (Batteries)!

Automatic House Battery Isolator (Sure Power Model 1315-200)   

from Ebay or others for about $107.95. These do have a limited   

life, like all electronics. If you would prefer a manual method,   

please see beow.

Alternately, you can use a Manual Battery

Isolator Switch like Part #5413 from

www.delcity.net or similar. I like these

because if use properly, you never have to

worry about a dead starting battery because

you can “jump” from the House Battery with

just a turn of the switch.

Also in this picture is a manual reset circuit

breaker, Part #89200 from www.delcity.net.

NEVER ADD TO YOUR VEHICLE’S POWER SYSTEM

WITHOUT COMPLETE SHORT CIRCUIT PROTECTION!

The best value in an Inverter/Generator is the Predator 2000 watt

from Harbor Freight. In addition to the great price, they have an

unbelievable additional warranty you cannot beat! You can spend

a lot more and not get as great a value! 

http://www.electrowarmth.com
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The Jupiter 2000 watt Inverter from Harbor Freight is also performing

well for us without the higher price others charge. As with any

inverter, NEVER EVER plug an electric heater or air conditioner into

an inverter. It will burn up, sooner or later. Trust me

Buy a “Brush Grubber” from Northern Tool, Model #119312 for about

$79.99 and save yourself a bunch of trouble pulling out most pallets!

Get straps from U.S. Cargo Control to pull loads out of your truck and

to safely secure your cargo. Buy E-track from any Utility Trailer dealer

and bolt it to the floor of your truck, with plywood in between to level

the floor out between the E-Tracks. Never move an inch without

properly securing your cargo!

Buy a decent custom sized mattress to fit your van from Spine Align in Holland

Michigan @ 616.392.4565 or other manufacturer. They cost up to $350.00 but you

deserve a good mattress after working so hard!

Buy a cheap 5,000 btu air conditioner, 700 watt microwave,

and 1.6 cubic foot refrigerator from Walmart.  Don’t spend

any more than you have to on these essentially disposable

appliances!  You can replace them easily when they go bad

(they certainly will!) anywhere on the road.

Finally, we have these air conditioner door custom

manufactured for us in large quantities. We do not to sell

them because installing them takes a lot of structure and

supports behind them so they are very difficult to install.


